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Why publish with ICE?

access to ICE membership – Thomas Telford 
Limited, as the publishing arm of ICE, is the only publisher 
that brings you direct access to ICE’s membership of 
80,000.

visibility – we also have thousands of readers who are 
not members of ICE, from corporations, to governments, 
to universities. Our journals are included in major 
engineering indexes and resources.

quality – our journals’ reputation for quality is 
unsurpassed, ensuring that the originality, authority and 
accuracy of your work will be fully recognised. 

support – if your paper is accepted, you will have a 
dedicated editorial contact who will handle all of your 
enquiries and provide you with guidance on writing your 
paper.

marketing – our marketing team has extensive 
experience of working with author and librarian 
communities to make sure your work is seen by people 
who matter, including top academics, industry leaders, 
companies and institutions.
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To submit an abstract or full paper visit www.editorialmanager.com/ehh
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Ben Ramster  T: +44 207 665 2242; E. ben.ramster@ice.org.uk
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Engineering History and Heritage is planning a themed issue for 2012 
on the engineering issues of major national and international exhibitions 
and expositions. Sometimes by accident and sometimes by design 
these exhibitions have frequently been showcases for structural 
engineering and, because of the temporary nature of many of the 
buildings, light-weight structures have been a recurrent theme.

The themed issue will address the contribution that remarkable structures made 
to the exhibitions, and also the role of the exhibitions in stimulating and diffusing 
innovations in the field of structural and construction engineering. Papers should 
address not merely what was built, but rather the part the structures played 
in the development of engineering. Among the best known examples are the 
Crystal Palace in London (1851), the structures of Eiffel in Paris (1878 and 1889), 
Contamin’s steel Galérie des machines in Paris (1889), the tensile structures of 
Shukov in Novgorod (1896), the reinforced concrete Jahrhunderthalle in Breslau 
(1913), the Atomium and many other structures in Bruxelles (1958), Frei Otto’s 
German pavilion in Montréal (1968), David Geiger’s cable dome and the air-
inflated Fuji pavilion at Osaka (1970), the many tensile structures in Seville (1992) 
and the first exhibition devoted to green building in Hannover (1990). 

Papers are invited on, but are not limited to, the following themes:

n What major structural innovations did (certain) international exhibitions stimulate?

n Were the structures of international exhibitions ahead of their time?

n Did exhibitions stimulate or celebrate innovations apart from in structural engineering 
(e.g. new materials, prefabrication, climate control)?

n Did the exhibitions stimulate unusual or innovative structures as a means of feeding 
national pride?

n How and why did some exhibitions result in innovative structures and others did not?

n Have exhibitions of the last decade or so stimulated green building design in the same 
way?

The deadline for abstracts is 10th January 2011. The deadline for submissions is 
1st June 2011.

Exhibitions


